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Strategic 
Advice

Custom
Reporting 

System Add-on
Integrations

A look at how FRC assisted a national company to save time and
make better decisions through data intelligence.

Custom, interactive dashboards enable managers in all 35+

locations across the company access to company data and

analysis in real-time.  

Visual Clarity

With multiple-system integration and custom-built

dashboards, the finance team saved over 40 hours a month

previously compiling data. FRC also recommend an add-on

subscription service that enabled the billing department to

save countless hours and speed up the billing process.  

Time Savings

Since the company's growth strategy is through acquisition, 

 FRC experts designed a solution that dynamically adds new

entities to the custom reporting saving the company future

time and money. FRC applies forward-thinking to all

solutions to ensure they grow with your business rather than

requiring clients to return for additional add-ons. 

Dynamic Solutions Grow with You

With over 35 entities around the country and limited data visibility, the

finance team and CFO were spending an abundance of time logging

into multiple systems and manually consolidate data.  

CHALLENGES

Frank, Rimerman Consulting (FRC) experts created a series of

interactive dashboards and analysis tools customized for the client

and their team around the country saving them time and delivering the

power of more informed decision-making.  

SOLUTIONS

OUTCOMES

Key metrics
Through strategic advice and

problem solving, the company

immediately felt a positive impact

of working with Frank, Rimerman

Consulting. 

35+
Entities each with

different company log-in

40 HRS
Saved each month with 

a single customized

consolidated report
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At a glance...

When the CFO of a large national

corporation operating in the

complex and highly-regulated

environment of waste disposal

realized his finance team wasn't

able to provide key financial data

quickly, he turned to Frank,

Rimerman Consulting for help. 


